Registration
allowed for 422
despite policy

By GREG HENDERSON
Because of a temporary policy reversal, 422 thirdyear students who broke university health
regulations were permitted to register this
semester, according to Health Center records.
Third-year students here are required either to
have a physical examination or to pay $10 and
complete a health survey Health Center records.
Letters sent to about 1,130 juniors this fall informed them that failure to comply with the policy
would result in their records being withheld at
spring registration, according to Dr. Lacy Daniel,
dean of students.
But registration materials were not withheld in
November to reduce stress on the
computer
and to keep moving quickly, he said. "Because it
was new there was apprehension about anything
that might foul it up," he said.
Instead, January ID. validation was to be
withheld unless offending students had a release
form from the Health Center. These names were
marked in the computer Dec. 16, Daniel said.

Although he had no exact figures, Daniel said many
students paid before Dec. 16, which may account for
many offending students avoiding penalty.
Daniel said about 75 students came to him in
January to get release forms. He issued them after
the students had signed a statement agreeing either
to have a physical examination or take the Optimal
Health Inventory by a certain date, he said
Also, 73 students received releases by returning
completed physical examination forms, Health
Center secretory Dede Downin said *
The remainder either paid before Dec. 16, or had
their hold overlooked at I.D. validation, Daniel said.
Cashiers at registration were supposed to check a
computer printout for holds on offending students
he said.
"It's the least desirable way to stop people "
Daniel said.
The Health Center was given names of students
with from 60-90 credit hours to determine which
See REGISTERED, page 2
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Financial aid
may see cuts
Half of students here
may be affected
By TAMMY SCARTON
About 52 percent of James Madison University students will be
affected adversely if United States President Ronald Reagan's
financial aid proposals are approved by Congress.
Dr. Harold McGee, chairman of the Financial Aid Advisory
Committee here, said that almost 4,700 JMU students receive
some type of financial aid
Dr. Barry Dorsey, associate director of the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia, said "Reagan is making the cute
because he is trying to balance the federal budget. He wants to
decrease taxes and increase the military budget Something must
be cut to compensate for that and it is going to be the financial aid
budget"
Although the exact amount of federal aid to be cut will not be
known until Reagan's budget is approved Virginia college
students could lose about $100 million of financial aid, Dorsey
said. "That includes guaranteed loans, all grants and social
security educational benefits," he added.
In the 1982-84 biennium, funding for state financial aid will
double, but that will not be enough to account for increased tuition
rate, Dorsey said Gov. Dalton had requested a major increase in
state college tuitions next year, he added
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James Madison University President Ronald Carrier was found cooking hamburgers In Dlnina
Hall 3 Friday afternoon.
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The JMU basketball team brought its record to 15-3 Saturday
night with a 75-59 win over George Mason University. See
Sports, page 9.
Federal budget cuts have caused a part-time job finding
service here to close. See story, page 4.

THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION wants to cut Guaranteed
Student Loans and Pell Grants and eliminate the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants and the National Direct Student
Loans. Funding for the college work-study program may be
reduced by 27 percent.
New restrictions are being considered for the Guaranteed
Student Loan programs, Dorsey said Dropping the qualifying
income level from $30,000 to $25,000, eliminating graduate
students from eligiblity and allocating each state a specific
amount of loan money are being considered. Almost all JMU
students receiving financial aid receive GSLs.
Pell Grants, formerly known as basic grants, will be cut $850
million nationwide, from $2.35 billion to $1.6 billion in 1983, Dorsey
said.
If federal aid is reduced, fewer students will receive Pell
Grants, but each grant will be larger, said John McRae, JMU's
director of financial aid and secretary of the Financial Aid Advisory Committee. About 13 percent of JMU students received
Pell Grants last year.
One problem the NDSL program has had is a high default rate.
The default rate is less that six percent for JMU students, McRae
said. "It is a well-managed successful program here. The
students are taking responsibility for the payment of the loans,"
he added.
MONEY FOR the program comes from student repayments of
the loans, federal capital and institutions matching federal
money. For every $9 put up by the federal government JMU pays
$1, McRae said. About 450 students here now receive NDSLs.
See AID, page 2
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Pre-business major program now required
By IAN KATZ
Freshmen and transfer students with fewer than 60
credit hours planning to major in business first must
complete a pre-business program, according to a new
regulation.
Students must complete a pre-business major
program and be granted interim status before entering the business major, according a proposal
adopted Thursday by the University Council.
Pre-business major students are required to earn
60 hours with a cumulative grade point average of at
least 2.0. A minimum grade point average of 2.0 is
required in accounting 241, management 290,
economics 130-135 and data processing 201.
Students must have completed or be enrolled in
accounting 242, accounting 218 and management 291
when they apply for interim status.
Once granted interim status, students will .be admitted to their requested major provided they have
maintained the minimum standards in all courses
taken as a pre-business major.
Upper division business courses will be limited
initially to admitted majors, interim status students
and students whose majors require specific business
courses, the proposal said.
OTHER STUDENTS who have completed 60 hours

or whose minors in other departments require upper
level business courses may register for them only
during the drop-add period, according to Dr. William
Han Ion, dean of the school of business.
"That's something we've yet to work out," Hanlon
said. "There is less of an obligation to serve a minor
than a major."
Students with more than 60 hours may apply for
interim status if all criteria for full admission are not
met, or may apply for full admission without completing the interim status, the proposal said.
The proposal was drafted by the school of business
and was passed with a unanimous vote by the
Commission on Undergraduate Studies Monday
before facing council's approval.

"THE PROPOSAL will give a greater flexibility to
the school of business as a professional school,"
Hanlon said. "The school is becoming pretty well
known."
The proposal will start with next year's freshmen;
he said. "There is a policy that says students can only
be affected by the rules in the catalog they get their
freshman year. So it really won't be applying for
three years, when next year's freshmen have 60
credits."

The new requirements will not immediately make
admission to the school of business more competitive,
Hanlon said.
"A very small percentage of the students presently
in the program would be restricted if the rule was
applying now," Hanlon said. "A 2.0 isn't restrictive
because a student needs a 2.0 to graduate.
"But we can raise that 2.0 after a few years if we
feel the need. If our growth stops, we'll never have to
do that.

University academic rules will apply when a
student enters the school of business, Hanlon said.
The possibility of eliminating minors in business
administration and data processing will probably be
discussed at the commission's next meeting, according to Hanlon.
A proposal by the school of business to reduce the
requirements for a bachelor of business administration major in economics was tabled by the
commission.

* Registered
(Continued from page 1)
students would be refused
I.D. validation.
This procedure is not
completely effective. Daniel
said, because not all students
with 60-90 credit hours are in
third-year students and not all
third-year students fall into
that credit hour category.

•Aid
(Continued from page 1)
About 1 percent of JMU
students receive the SEOGs.
"The federal cuts may
mean that fewer students will
be able to go to their first
choice of colleges," McGee
said. "Instead of being a
resident student, he may have
to stay at home and attend a
community college. A fulltime student may only be able
to go part-time and have to
work at the same time," he
added.
In the work-study program,
80 percent of the student
earnings are funded from the
federal government and 20
percent are from the institution. About $225,000 is
involved with the work-study
program at JMU, McRae
said.

"The proposal will enable us to maintain a complete profile on students in the school of business." he
said. "It will allow us to control enrollments. Certain
areas are becoming overcrowded and we want to
properly serve the majors we have.

"It's not meant to be a
foolproof system at this
point," he said. "It relies on
the students' basic honesty."
Students
who
avoided
penalty this semester time
will not be able to register in
April, Daniel said, unless they
comply with the policy by
then. Instead of receiving a
notice in a registration
" packet, as done previously, a
student will be informed of the
hold at the registration
computer terminal.
Without up-to-date health
information,
the
Health
Center theoretically could
deny service to a student. But
a student never has been
turned away for this reason
and will not be denied service
for it now, he said.
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Krogering
for the best of everything
including the price!

Correction
Vicky Blann,
chairperson of the
Student
Government
Association Communications and Public
Relations Committee,
was not fully identified
in the Jan. 28 article on
the SGA's birth control
survey.
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Female ROTC members strive for equality
Tew have to work so hard to gain their respect'
r

By
SANDY STONE
By SANDY
STONE
Women in the ROTC
ROTC
, program here are striving to
be treated as equals in a maledominated field.
About 35 of the 160 ROTC
students are women, according, to Leanne Farrar,
cadet battalion commander.
Farrar is only the second
female to hold this rank in the
six to seven years the
program has existed here.
Whether a woman is treated
as equal depends on the individual female, Farrar said.
"I feel I am treated as an
equal, as one of the boys," she
said. "But if a girl isn't really
active and is kind of wimpy
about things, she might be
looked down upon."
Efforts are made to prevent
discrimination
in
the
program, Farrar said. "We
try to make everybody equal,
and look on them as soldiers,
rather than male or female,"
she said.
Farrar is not intimidated by
any of the men, she said.
"They wouldn't put me in this
position unless I deserve it. I
had to prove myself to get this
position," she said. "I can do
what they expect of me."
She thinks she is taken
seriously and given 100 percent cooperation, Farrar said.
STUDENT LAURIE MOE
has been in ROTC one
semester. It is difficult to gain
the men's respect, she said.
"You've got to show them
right off that you're not going
to be silly and run around
giggling," Moe said. "You've
got to let them know that you
take it seriously, or they'll just
pat you on the fanny."
Student Sue Sturgeon has
been in the program one
semester. She does not think
she is taken seriously by the
men because "sometimes I
don't take the program as
seriously as they do," she
said.
Sturgeon is intimidated by
some of the men in the

program, she said. "I get the
distinct impression that not all
the guys in the department
appreciate girls being there.
At times it gets me down," she
said. "But it doesn't really
matter what they think of me.
I'm gonna go out there and do
what I have to do."
Cadet Rick Batten said

'You've got to
let them know you
take it seriously or
they'll just pat you
on the fanny' v
there is a general acceptance
of women in the program. "If
anything, it's a lot more fun,"
he said. "It's a learning experience for both sexes."
Women are taken seriously
in ROTC, Batten said.
"Anyone is taken seriously
who will stand up and is
willing to serve the country if
need be, whether it be male or
female," he said.
Mike Mellin, also in the
program, said women and
men are treated equally
because they both have to go
through the same training.
"Women can do any job a man
can do," he said.
Some ROTC women noted
advantages in being female.
Moe said,"It gives you a
stronger desire to achieve
because you've got to keep up
with the guys."
a
FARRAR SAID, "If I do
something really well, it will
stand out more than if a guy
does it because they're just
expecting a woman to mess up
sometimes," she said.
But the women also noted

disadvantages in being
female. A woman has to work
harder to prove verself,
Sturgeon said. Moe agreed,
and said, "Some of the cadets
just don't regard women as
being the right thing in ROTC.
/ You have to work so hard to
gain their respect."
Some women in
the
program are treated more
leniently than the men, Moe
said. "Guys in ROTC are,
almost without exception,
gentlemen," she said. "If
you'll take being treated as a
weaker individual, they'll
probably treat you more
leniently, but you've got to
assert yourself and ask to be
treated equally.
Sturgeon said she is treated
more leniently than some
men. "The reason, though, is
because everything is new to
me," she said. "I don't want to
give the guys the impression
that I'm an airhead, but it is
completely new. The leniency
will stop when I really become
familiar with the whole
program."
Another problem that may
exist is the display of emotions
by women in the program,
Farrar said. Women tend to
be more emotional than men,
and men don't know how to
handle that, she said.
"In some situations, it's
okay to cry," Farrar said.
"But in most cases, females
need to hold it in. You have to
prove that you're tough
enough to handle it."
Moe said she cried when she
broke
her
ankle,
and
described it as her "fall from
grace." She said she thinks
she lost some respect from
men after that. "Everyone
should try to curb emotions,"
she
said. "You're in a
military atmosphere where
discipline is necessary."
STURGEON ALSO said
men will lose respect if a
female cries "When it really
drives you to tears, I think it's
time to get out," she said. "It

£
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ABOYE ARE ROTC cadets Tom Uti and Jessica Ward. ' It's a
learning experience for both sexes."
gets tough, but I would not cry
in front of men. Then they
know they've won."
Although the women said no
major discrimination
problems exist in the program
here, . they
anticipate
problems in the future. A
woman will have to go farther
than a man to prove herself in
the Army, especially when she
first takes a leadership
position, Farrar said.
"In the Army I will have to
show the unit that they can't
walk all over me, and prove to
them that a woman won't

hinder the unit," she said. "I
can do anything they can do."
Sturgeon also said it will be
more difficult in the Army.
"They will be harder on me
because I'm a woman," she
said. "They won't know me
personally All they'll see is
another girl trying to play
Army. She added, "I don't
want special treatment. I just
want to be given an equal
chance."
Moe intends to be treated
equally when she enters the
Army, and said,"In order to
be treated like an equal, you
have to act like one."

Cunningham hopes to work at congressional level
Being SGA president is the height of student
leadership, but to what does the position lead? The
Breeze recently asked the last five SGA presidents
how that office hat affected their lives since
graduation and what they think of JMU now.
Last in a series of five articles.
By CHARLES TAYLOR
Chuck Cunningham, 22, and SGA president one
year ago, hopes to be working in the Midwest or on
the West Coast in a senate or congressional race in
the near future.
He said he currently has job prospects in northern
Virginia, but nothing definite yet
Cunningham attended a number of state politic
conventions after graduation in May 1961, and has
just finished managing an unsuccesuful re-election
campaign for Delegate John Buckley.
Cunningham sees his experience as SGA
president as one which will play a greater role in
later life. Still, he said, "I know being SGA
president certainly had a little to do with managing
the campaign."
He also said bis experiences outside the
classroom proved to be more valuable than his
academics. Cunningham played an active role in

the Jaycee chapter at JMU, the Harrisonburg
Young Republicans chapter and he served as
chapter and state chairman of the Young
Americans for Freedom.
IN LESS than one year, Cunningham is seeing
many of his last year's dreams becoming reality.
"Many of the buildings we planned are now coming
out of the ground," he said, citing the convocation
center across Interstate 81, the library addition,
Bell Hall and the Warren Campus Center addition.
While a May 1, 1981 commentary in The Breeze
cites Cunningham's administration as one
"shrouded with controversy," it also states "this
year has been one of the most productive for the
SGA."
A major policy change Cunningham claims involves a university rule requiring student physicals
every two years. Registration packets of 800
students were withheld in January 1981 because of
their failure to do this. Cunningham said be was
responsible for a new policy that requires no
physicals of juniors, only of freshmen and transfer
students.
Current SGA President Lynn Tipton said this
policy was never enacted. Juniors were told last
semester they needed to have physicals or pay $10

and complete a health questionnaire of several
hundred questions.
Initiation of an escort service, extension of Dukes
Grill's hours, and the changing of the name of the
Warren University Union to Percy C. Warren
Campus Center were all goals successfully accomplished within Cunningham's term.
But Cunningham was severely criticized for his
part in an protest which violated university policy.
The protest against Chip Carter, who was here
campaigning for his father's re-election, was not
registered with the Student Activities Office by the
Young Americans for Freedom.
ALSO, Cunningham drafted a letter to the
Virginia General Assembly from the SGA opposing
a bill to pjace a student member on the Board of
Visitors at state schools. SGA members were
enraged when Cunnningham sent the letter without
senate or executive council approval.
More controversy arose when the chairman of the
Constitution Revisions Committee accused Cunningham and Parliamentarian Ben Thomas of
tampering with the SGA constitution.
Within the next lo years, Cunningham is sure he
will be involved in some type of political activity,
though he doesn't know whether it will be at a House
or Senate level.
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Employment service canceled by federal cuts
By SANDY STONE
The Student Youth Employment Service here has
been canceled indefinitely
due to federal budget cuts.
The former coordinator of
the service, Libba Hall, was
employed by the Virginia
Employment
Commission.
The commission placed JMU
students in part-time offcampus work. While she could
not say how many students
participated in the program,
Hall said the service was
"fairly popular."
The service was offered at
JMU for about five and a half
years, Hall said. She was
coordinator for three and a
half years.
"The Virginia Employment
Commission has laid me off
permanently because of
federal budget cuts," Hall
said. "There is no one to take
my place, so the service
cannot be continued. The

manpower is just not
available." Hall stressed the
loss of her job was not because
of personal or managerial
problems, but strictly due to
budget cuts.
It is unlikely that the
Virginia Employment
Commission will provide this
service again, Hall said. "I
don't see how because of the
budget cuts at VEC," Hall
said. "As of Feb. l, the VEC
will have only one manager,
two interviewers and one
clerk steno. It's just like all
the other cuts going on in the
government."
THE YOUTH employment
service was helpful and
worthwhile for students, Hall
said. "I think it's a good
service to have if a college can
afford it," she said. "Students
appreciated it, and the
community appreciated it.
It's a service that enhances
the reputation of a college."

Because of the economy, the
last year of her job was the
slowest of the three, she said.
It was difficult to find jobs for
students, she said. But no
hostility arose if students
could not get jobs through the
service, she said.
"It was strictly a referral
service based on the amount
of job orders I got from the
community. If and when I
could do anything for a
student, I was always glad to
do it," Hall said.
Graduate student Valerie
Gangwer said she thought the
service was very worthwhile.
The service placed Gangwer
in her first outside job at
Burger King in 1977 and also
in her present job with radio
station WJSY.
The employment service
was not always able to provide
jobs for students, Gangwer
said. "It just couldn't help all
of the time because the jobs
just weren't available," she

service' that should be continued at JMU if possible.
Hall said, "Although it is a
service that people can do
without, it is simply a convenience for the student and
community because it can
speed up the process for both
employers and applicants."

said. "But the service works if
you're persistent and you keep
' going back."
The main problem with the
service was a lack of staff to
search for available jobs,
Gangwer said. But she said it
was a valid and worthwhile

Financial aid week
Gov. Charles Robb has recognized Virginia's second Financial
Aid Awareness Week as Jan. 31-Feb. 6. During the week, attention
will be given to the effects of the Omnibus Budget Reconcilitation
Act of 1981.
Many financial aid programs have been changed at the same
time that college costs have been increasing for next year, but the
Reagan administration said the needy student will be able to
obtain assistance to meet college costs for 1982-83, according to
John McRae, James Madison University's Director of Financial
Aid.
The JMU deadline for receipt of financial aid and employment
applications is Monday, March 1, for the 1982-83 academic year
and the summer of 1982.
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Assistant hired to check and fill
change machines in JMU union
By WENDY ODEN
A graduate assistant has
been hired to regularly check
and fill both change machines
in the Warren Campus Center,
according to Michael Way,
associate
director
of
operations.
The assistant is responsible
for checking the machines and
filling them each afternoon to
combat the problem of empty
machines at night.
Way confirmed that the
new policy does not ensure the

change machines have not or
will not run out of change.
"I'm not saying that there
hasn't been a problem, but I
haven't noticed one," he said.
Way refused to give the
name of graduate assistant in
charge. The assistant usually
has to refill the machines once
a day, he said.
The major difference in
policy is in the method of
checking and refilling the
machines. "It is more con-
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HAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FASl

sistent and later in the day,"
Way said.
WEEKNIGHT
CASHIERSat Duke's Grill
said there has been a
noticable decrease in the
number of students requesting
.change
recently
Skip
Liesegang,
a
part-time
cashier at Duke's, said
although he still gets 10 to 15
requests for change each
night, this is a 50 percent
decrease since last semester.
Mary Wenger, also a cashier,
''aid she receives fewer
complaints about empty
change machines, although
students still request change.
While the new policy seems
to be solving the change
problem on weeknights, it is
too soon to tell if it would also
solve the problem
on
weekends, Way said. "We'll
have to wait and see," he said.
"Since we've started the
policy, we haven't had. a
typical weekend." During the
weekend before exams and
the first weekend back this
semester, there was not the
normal flow of students in the
campus center, Way said.
Way admitted be has not
talked with Comptroller
Henry Schiefer about the
change problem, but said that
if a problem persists on the
weekends he will consider
requesting additional funds.
But be would rather not increase his funds again, Way
said. "The more money we
have, the more we have to
account for, and the more
tempting it is for someone to
break into," Way said. "I
prefer to keep the amount of
money smaller and have a
more rigorous schedule of
checking the machines."
Way said he does not expect
any problems with the new
policy. "We have a good
person working with it," he
said. "The graduate assistant
will be able to do the job very
well."

Memorial
fund begun
for teacher
The Sbenandoah Valley
Folklore Society has begun a
scholarship fund as a
memorial to the late Dr.
Elmer L Smith, former
professor emeritus of anthropology and sociology at
James Madison University.
The purpose of the fund is to
encourage "teachers and
other interested persons to
start work in folklore in the
Sbenandoah Valley," said
John Stewart, an associate
professor of German, Latin
and education at JMU and a
member of the Sbenandoah
Valley Folklore Society.
Smith, who was on the
faculty at JMU from 1958 until
he retired in 1981, was one of
the
founders
of
the
Sbenandoah Valley Folklore
Society. He helped to develop
booklists and a slide collection
for the society and made 130
tape-recordedd
interviews
with elderly residents of the
region, Stewart said.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
FINANCIAL AID

DELTA GAMMA

Financial aid applications
ara now available In tha Offlca ol
Financial Aid In Hoffman Hall. All
forms mult be returned to tha offlca by 5
p.m. Anarch 1.

Tha
members
of
tha
National Panhellenlc Conference would
UK* to announce tha arrival of the new
sorority Delta Gamma to JMU Sign up
for ruth will be from Fab. 1-3 In Donna
Herper'a offlca. Alumnae 10*.

The
Counseling
Center
offers personal, study skills and
vocational counseling for Individuals
and groups. Walk-to. service Is 3 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, or call 4552..

Alpha Beta Alpha is having
a meeting In room 213 Of the Education
building on Feb. 2 at * p.m.

WRITING LAB

A Trl-Bete ski trip Is
planned for Feb. 3. Members interested
In attending please Sign up.

Entrle* for the Exposure
Time em Annual Juried International
Photographic Exhibition are now being
accepted for all photographic related
processes. Awards amount to (S00 In
purchase awards and one person shows
in New Image Gallery. Send 110 payable
to Exposure Time 4 for up to three entries. Identify each entry with name ,
address, title, and price. Sand artwork In
a sturdy, reusable package with return
mailing label, return postage and Insurance. Enclose a self-addressed
stamped envelope for notification. Send
entries to Exposure Time l»,Sewhlli
Gallery Department of Art, James
Madison University. Harrlsonburg, Va.
BU7by Fab. I.

ALPHA BETA ALPHA

The Writing Lab offers free
help In overcoming reading problems.
preparing papers for college courses,
writing In-class essays, obtaining ex
perientlal college credits In the BGS
program, preparing applications and
resumes, and preparing for such tests
as the LSAT, GMAT. and GRE Call 6401
or stop by Sheldon 20*.

TRI-BETA

PHOTO CONTEST

COUNSELING CENTER

CCM
Masses on campus are on
Thursdays at 4.30 In the Religious
Center. Saturdays at 3 In Room D of
WCC and Sundays at 10.30 and 13 in the
Ballroom of WCC.
There will be a Coordinating Committee meeting in Jackson 102from 5 to
4.45, Feb. 1.
There Will be a mandatory meeting for
readers and commentators In Room A of
WCC. Feb. 3.

LSM

The"
Lutheran
Student
Movement is having a common meal of
lasagne Feb. 7 at noon. It will be held at
the Student Center of Muhienberg
cnurch,281 E. Market St. The cost is $1
New games Is the activity of LSM's
weekly meeting Feb. 4. The meeting will
be held at t p.m. at Muhienberg Church.

Mrs. Linda Roberts will
speak on "The Cytotoxlcity of Natural
Killer Cells for Paralnfluenia Virus
Infected Macrophages," at 4 p.m.
(refreshments 3.45) in Burrusi 301, Feb.
?.

?

A6VP
/

BLOOD DRIVE
The Panhetienic and Inner
Fraternity Council are sponsoring a
Blood Drive tor RED CROSS Feb. M0 to
beheld hi the wcc Ballroom. Signing up
to give blood will run from Feb. ISfrom
10a.m. tot p.m. in the Greek Office.

INTRAMURALS
The deadline tor signing up
tor Intramural skiing Is4 p.m., Fab. 11 In
Godwin 144. The activity will begin Fab.
14.
The deadline for intramural one-onone basketball Is noon. Fob. 11 on the
bulletin board. The activity begins Fab.
14.
The deadline tor signing
up and
weighing In tor intramural wrestling Is
11 •.m.lntheman'stocker room Fab. 14.
The activity begins Fab. 14.
The deadline tor signing up tor Intramural softball Is noon, Feb. II m
Godwin 344. Tht activity begins Feb. *1.

MORTARBOARD
Applications tor Mortar
Board membership are available in 10s
Alumnae Hall and »r* due Feb. 3. Applicants must have a J« cumulative
OPA and moro than «» credit hours.

VOLUNTEERS
The JMU Service Co-op is
looking tor volunteers tor various
charitable orgenltastions. Anyone Interested call 4413 or write JMU Service
coop, P.O. L-31 JMU. Harrltonburg,
Va 22 407.

ENGINEERING CLUB
The Engineering Club Is
planning a trip to the Naval Surface
Weapons Center In Dalgren, ye. The
group will be leaving Feb. U atT.IS a.m.
and should return by 5.45 p.m. Anyone
Interested must contact Dr. Mar rah by
Feb. S. Call 4534

CPAP
Dr. Jane Brown, managing
editor of PACE. Piedmont Airlines
inflight magazine, will speak on the
"The Liberal Arts Ma|or In a Com
petetive World," Fob. afrom 3-4.30 p.m.
in the Latimer-Schaetfer Auditorium.
Attend "Resume Writing," a CP and P
workshop to be held Feb. 2 from 11 to
noon describing the purpose, content,
types, and mechanics of resumes and
cover letters. Sign-up In advance at the
CP and P office.
"Interview Preparation," a CP and P
workshop, will be held Feb. 3 from 10-11
a.m. Tha presentation will cover emptoyer research, the Interview process
and how to prepare tor successful interviews. Sign up in advance at the CP
and P office.
"Interviewing
for
Teaching
Positions," a CP and P workshop, will be
offered Feb. 4 from 3.10-4.10 p.m. interview preparation, typical question
and Interview follow-up will
be
descussed. Sign up in advance at the CP
and P office.
Attend "Practice Interviews," to
polish up on interviewing skills. This
service will be offered every Monday at
3 p.m. at the CP and P office on a firstcoma, first served basis. Bring a
resume.
"Career
Questions"
gives
ondor classmen the opportunity to discuss
~ wMtr^fcsV- ..m.,ioers questions on
choosing maters and other career information every Tuesday on'a walk-In'
basis from 1-3 p.m.

ARTSPEAKER
Dr.
Howard
Risatti,
Virginia Commonwealth University,
will speak on recent Italian political
posters and the tradition from which
they derive, Feb. 4 In the Duke Fine Arts
Center A100 at 3:05 p.m.

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP
The Alexandria Symphony
Orchestra is accepting applications tor
its annual scholarship competition to be
held March n at T C Williams High
School In Alexandria. All undergraduate
students who reside or attend school In
Virginia ara eligible. Up to three 1300
cash prices will be awarded. Applications must be received by Feb. ».
Application fee is S3. Forms and Information can be obtained from Mr*.
John H Sullivan, 4300 Ivanhoe PI.,
Alexandria, Va. M304, or by calling 70S, iJO-JW.
__

VISITING SCHOLAR
George M Lady, professor
of economics from Temple University,
will speak on the "Quantitative Methods
in Policy Analysis Purposes, Problems,
and Results," In the South Ballroom of
WCC. Feb. Sat 1.30 p.m.

Old Milwaukee Beer 6/12 oz.

1.79

Pepsi Cola 8/16 oz<

1.29

*

plusDep.
Jane Parlcer Apple Pie 22 oz.
maa
Mrs. Filbert '* Mayan naise

1.19

Crest toothpaste 4.6 oz. tube

1.00

Thomas Muffins 24oz.

1J59

P&Q brand Apple Juice 64 oz.

.99

P&Q brand Saltine Crackers lib. .59
Ann page Ice Cream Mt gal.

I »4>9

Olds Carolina Bacon

,99/lb.

Our Best frozen Patties

.99/lb.

Jamestown Sausage

-o9/to.

Alodcan Crab Legs

1.99/lb.

Gwaltney GreatDogs

,99/lb.

Lettuce

.68 head

Celery

,44/stalk

BIOLOGY SEMINAR

■

SKI CLUB

The JMU Ski Club meets
every Monday at 4 p.m. in the WCC
Ballroom. The Ski Club plans trips to
Messanutten.
Wlntergreen
and
Snowshoe. A trip to Vermont Is planned
for spring break.

SUMMER JOBS
Camp Placement Day will
be held Feb. 16 from ? a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the
WCC
South
Ballroom.
Ap
proxlmately 15 camps of various set
tings will be present.

ESCORT SERVICE
TKE escorts are available
10 'p.m. to midnight. Friday through
Sunday; call 7426. AXP escorts are
available f p.m. to midnight, Sunday
through Thursday, cam 5274. Call 6361
for campus security cadet escorts.
Escorts
carry
appropriate
iden
tiflcatlon.

HOBBIES
AND
CRAFT
on the co rner of Water and Main

Come see ourgreat selection of
Cross Stitch Supplies
DMCFloss
Variety of Cloth
,
ll,149i8countand
hardanger
Fiddler Qoth
Monza Cloth
Frames, Hoops,
Mounting Boards
and CrossStiteh Book
also Complete Line ofMacrame,
Crocheting and Knitting
Stretch-N-Frames
String Art
Evalene Macrame Class
now in progress
103 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
sign up now
for our next class

433-3793

I BURIED CODY ON M0NDW

AN ORIGINAL ONE-ACT BY MARK JORDAN LEO AN

February 5,6,7: Friday & Sunday - 8 p.m.; Saturday - 7 p.m. & 10 p.m.
ADMISSION $2.00 • WAMPLER THEATER
Presented by Stratford^Ryere In conjunction with "I Burled Cody on Monday."
For matun »udl*K9$: torn* mafrM mty tot eon*d9r9&oMon$lvi.
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cArts C& People
Theater Preview

j

Campus theater offers unordinary season
By JOHN THOMASSON
This semester James Madison University's theater
should be anything but an ordinary one. The plays
that will be performed here promise a fresh, exciting
schedule on the JMU stage.

Latimer-Shaeffer
The two mainstage shows to be produced in the
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre are The Three Penny
Opera and Rhinoceros. Both are unusual plays,
highly different from most shows done on this
campus, and both are exceptionally good theatrical
works.
The Three Penny Opera is a musical, a term which
usually implies many romantically inclined people
and small children waltzing across stage and singing
at the drop of a hat. However, the plot of Three Penny
centers on gangsters, crooked politicians, and the
criminal-hero's impending execution, not exactly
your normal musical fare. The show's director, Dr.
Tom Arthur, a JMU Communication Arts professor,
has deep connections with the play. He knew the most
famous member of the original cast, Lotte Lenya. He
worked on several previous productions of the show,
and has visited the Berlin theater in which the play
was originally produced.
Arthur considers Three Penny's author, Bertolt

Brecht, the most important playwright of the 20th
century. "The thing about Brecht is his truthfulness.
He is as truthful as he knows how to be," Arthur said.
The Three Penny Opera, an "anti-classic classic" as
Arthur labels the show, is an experience that the
audience will not soon forget. The performance dates
for the show run from Feb. 23-28.
The second mainstage show will be Rhinoceros by
Eugene Ionesco. The play's director, Dr. Tom King,
also a JMU Communication Arts professor, classifies
it as a "classic absurdist" work. The basic plot deals
with a town in France which has the problem of its
citizens turning into rhinoceroses. These former
people then begin to take over. They rumble into the
buildings, talk over the telephone, and even take over
the radio stations. Finally, the events progress until
there is only one human left, a misfit stranded in a
society of rhinoceroses.
Despite the obvious absurdities of the plot, King
sees connections between the play and everything
from religion to politics. The appeal of
"rhinocerosism", according to King, is the desire to
have everything as black and white, "to be a great,
powerful brute that just simply and directly forges
ahead, without the worries of a world where subtle
and difficult decisions are a possibility." Even the
character who remains human is slightly sorry that
he cannot be a rhino himself and must still be plagued
by the uncertainty of a non-regimented world. The
performance dates for Rhinoceros run from April 2025.

Wampler
The Wampler Experimental Theatre also offers a
full slate including a new play by former JMU
student Phoef Sutton, the author of past productions
The Pendragon Institute and Momentum. The finst
show scheduled is a performance of two short plays
written by JMU student Mark Jordati Legaa Legan
is probably better known for his acting in JMU
productions rather than his writing. However, this is
not the first time that his work has been produced.
The two plays, Streets of Fire and I Buried Cody mm
Monday will be performed from Feb. 5-7. Abo
scheduled for February is Superhero, a new play
written by Sutton, which deals with the topic of what
happens when the man of steel does not show up when
you need him.
Shows scheduled for later in the semester include a
children's show to be directed by JMU faculty
member Debra Compton, and the classical Greek
play, Lysistrata, in which a group of ritegwliflnfrd
women attempt to conquer an army, and original
works by JMU students Charles Webb and John
Thomasson. Also, three JMU actors will attempt an
interesting production experiment when they stage
David Mamet's American Buffalo, a play which
recently finished a very successful run in New York.

Spyro Gyra entertains with uptempo jazz
Fusion of styles unique to group

"fc

By SCOTT BABCOCK
The wet weather could not dampen the spirits of the almost 300
fans who went to gee Spyro Gyra in Wilson Hall Sunday night.
Belting out their special brand of jazz-fusion, the six-man group
brought the small crowd to a near frenzy countless times during
their 90-minute show.
Led by saxophonist Jay Beckenstien, Spyro Grya has been the
trendsetter in the jazz-fusion idiom for years.
The group's unique blend of jazz, rock, funk and latin styles has
been copied by many but equaled by none.
Kicking off the show at 8 o'clock sharp, the group pumped out
the first of its hard driving, uptempo fusion tunes.
To the delight of the enthusiastic crowd, percussionist Gerardo
Velez put oh quite an acrobatic show. Diving in and out from
behind his wall of percussion instruments, Velez twirled sticks,
juggled mallets and even high-kicked his cymbals.
As an extra bonus for the Wilson crowd, the group announced
that it would be playing four new songs that had never been
played in concert before. The first of the new songs was entitled
"Last Exit" and was a typical Spyro Gyra tune in that it featured
Beckenstien on soprano sax and was hot, quick, and full of drive.

It's great to start off a tour
with such an
enth usiastic audience.'
Bass player David Woff ord supplied some high-handed slappin'
* and drummer Eli Konikoff kept the beat moving with his tasteful
time and powerful kicks. Keyboardist Tom Schuman came out
from behind his mountain of keyboards and synthesizers to play
his keyboard-guitar while standing on top of one of the chairs in
the auditorium.
The crowd was on its feet well before it knew that this was the
last tune of the set.
As he did many times during the concert, guitarist Chet Catallo
leaned backed and fired out some outstanding lead solos during
the first encore. As a second encore, the group played "Morning
Dance," one of the original songs that brought the group its
popularity.
The concert was the first in a while for the group, according to
Woff ord.
"It's great to start off a tour with such an enthusiastic
audience," he said. The show marks the start of a ten-day tour
that will bring the group up and down the East Coast.
The show was exciting and the music was sharp! direct and
solid. No one who braved the miseMMT.. ~. &w-WfilG:. -..Jsee
SPYRO GYRA bass player David Wofford performed at the Wilton Ha li concert Sunday
Spyro Grya was disappointed with Sunday night's super show.

\
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Chrysalis
charges
pickup fee

Pholo by Ye Na«*ya

DON LAZAS performed "Goodnight Lady" on
his guitar Friday night at the Center Attic.
Latas, one of seven acts, was featured in the

Best of Maxim's, which had a near-capacity
crowd present

By DAVID LETSON
„ ,
"There will be a pickup price of $1 when Chrysalis is
distributed in April so people might benefit by sending in
$1 now to reserve a copy," explained Chrysalis editor
Nancy Tompkins.
The pickup fee, according to Tompkins, does not indicate the cost of producing a copy of the magazine but
the fee will aid in the continuation of the fine arts
publication.
Since Chrysalis is distributed each year within several
hours, the decision to accept reservations for copies was
made with the consideration that this might be the only
way students could guarantee themselves a copy.
Persons wishing to reserve a 1982 Chrysalis should send their name and address together with $1 to P.O. 4112,
campus mail.
The final deadline for art and literary submissions for
the 1982 Chrysalis is Feb. 5. Works submitted are considered by either the art or literary staff, and final
selections for publication should be made by midFebruary. Excluding the editors, no staff member is
permitted theidentity of the writer or artist of any work
during the selection process. Staff members do not
participate in the discussion of their own material.
Students wishing to submit art works should contact
either of the art editors, Kathy Kraft or Dana Tietje, at
434-9739, or Nancy Tompkins at 4056. Because the
student art house season does not officially begin until
Feb. 8, there is no guarantee that an intern will be at
Zirkle House during regular hours to officially accept
submissions as has occurred in the past Literary
submissions should be mailed to P.0.4112, campus mail.
The safety of all submissions, and of three-dimensional
art work in particular, is guaranteed.
All students are urged to submit.

Another
cold front
from Canada.
JOHN

D. BLAND CO.. INC.

RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482
PHONE: (703) 248 8131

Labatfs is first in Canada.Your first taste will tell you why.
I tABATT IMPORTERS IMC*MHCRST. NEW YORK
■

:
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JMU claims 15th victim, 75-59
Ruland scores
career-high 24
By IAN KATZ
Dan Ruland's career-high 24 points,
coupled with a frenzied Godwin Hall
crowd of 5,075, helped James Madison
University defeat George Mason
University 75-99 Saturday night.
The win raised JMU's record to 6-1
in the ECAC South conference and 153 overall. George Mason dropped to 14 and 8-9.
"Ruland just seems to kill us,"
George Mason Coach Joe Harrington
said. "He's the toughest 6-foot-fl
player, if he's 6-foot-8, in our league.
He just has that deadpanned look on
his face and he beats your brains out
consistently."
"Ruland was awesome," added
JMU Coach Lou Campanelli.
Ruland was a model of efficiency
both offensively and defensively. He
hit nine of 10 shots, most which came
on easy baskets inside to lead all
scorers. Ruland also shut down the
Patriots' 6-foot-lO center Andre
Gaddy.
"I don't think it was my best game
ever," Ruland said. "I took a lot of
easy shots. Anyone can get open for
easy shots. The guys just did a good
job getting the ball to me."
Gaddy
entered
the
contest
averaging 14.8 points and 7.6 rebounds
per game. But his play against JMU
was unreliable. He committed six
turnovers and hit just three of seven
shots from the field to finish with 11
points.
"Gaddy seemed to have trouble
holding onto the ball," Ruland said.
"Maybe it was his concentration."
Linton Townes compared Gaddy's
performance to the contest between
the two teams Dec. 12 at George
Mason which JMU won 67-60.
"He seemed a little weaker this
See Ruland, page 10

Fisher out
in easy win

HUM

by y* Naaaya

LINTON TOWNES gets two of his 16 points Saturday night against George Mason.
Townes also had a game-high l© rebounds.

Defeat Longwood, 64-49

Duchesses snap losing streak
By STEVE LOCKARD
The James Madison University
women's basketball team broke a
three-game losing streak by defeating
Longwood College 64-49 Saturday at
Godwin Hall.
The Duchesses (5-10) were led by
freshman forward Beth Hamilton who
scored 13 points and collected 11
rebounds, both game highs.
JMU, using a tenacious full-court
trapping defense, held Longwood
scoreless for the first 4:40 of the first
half while jumping to a 7-0 lead.
Forward Michele James opened the
scoring with a 12-foot jump shot after
a Longwood turnover.
^
The Duchesses continued to force
Longwood mistakes and increased
their lead to 13-3 before a Lancer
timeout. After the break, Longwood's
Florence Holmes scored her team's
next seven points and helped the
Lancers pull to within five points, 1914.
With three minutes left in the half.

center Deana Meadows hit one of two
free throws to give JMU a 22-15 lead.
The miss broke Meadows' consecutive free throw mark at 23, a
school record.
The teams traded baskets before
half time as the Duchesses took a 28-20
advantage at intermission.
Despite the eight-point lead, JMU's
first-half performance was far from
outstanding. The Duchesses committed 16 fouls and turned the ball
over 16 times in the first 20 minutes of
play.
Longwood's first-half statistics
were worse. The Lancers had 17
turnovers, and shot just 30 percent
from the field and 44 percent from the
free-throw line.
"The first half play was a lttle
sloppy," admitted JMU coach
Jaynes. "I thought we were very
tough on defense. I was really pleased
with that."
In the second half, the JMU offense
settled down as the Duchesses slowly
■

*>

* '

pulled away. After Longwood closed
the score to 30-25, JMU started to take
over. Hamilton and Sue Manelski
each had four points as the Duchesses
went up by 11, 38-27.
With 'nine minutes remaining and
JMU leading 44-35, the Duchesses
went on another tear. JMU again held
Longwood scoreless, this time for five
minutes, while they ran off 10 straight
points to put the game out of reach.
The Duchesses, who led by as much
as 23 points, had three players in
double figures. In addition to
Hamilton's 13 points, Manelski had 12,
while Meadows finished with 11.
JMU was 26 of 50 from the field for a
season-high
52
percent*
The
Duchesses also had a good performance on the boards, outrebounding the Lancers-40-33.
The Duchesses next game will be
Tuesday night as nationally-ranked
Old Dominion University visits
Godwin Hall. Game time is 7:30p.m.

>-• ■»- * • a> » * » * a * • a

a ■ a

By RICHARD AMACHER
Faced with what must seem like a
bit of unjust adversity, James
Madison University's
basketball
team passed its first test with ease
Saturday night.
Playing without the services of
guard Charles Fisher (for the second
time this season) the Dukes apeared
unconscious of the fact and routinely
went about their jobs as they
disassembled
George
Mason
University.
A little more about Fisher first.
The 6-foot-2 junior, who starred in
two of the Dukes' four post-season
contests last season, has had a case of
injury-prone-itis this year. Fisher's
most recent injury is a cracked bone
in his left wrist — compliments of
Navy's dirty squad. Coach Lou
Campanelli expressed outrage over
the incident after Wednesday's game,
but has said little since.
Earlier this year Fisher suffered a
concussion in a game against the
University of Vermont, causing him
to miss a game. This time the injury
appears more serious even though
Campanelli has said he hopes to use
Fisher some against Virginia Commonwealth University this weekend.
The fact that JMU got past George
Mason with no apparent trouble is
deceiving. Fisher is an integral part
of the Dukes' lineup, a point which
Campanelli ironically reiterated
before the Navy game.
In an effort to alleviate any fears
Fisher might have about his job being
in jeopardy, Campanelli used Fisher
to replace Derek Steele, who had
started the previous four games.
Fisher responded by scoring 10 points.
With Fisher's status in doubt,
Campanelli wisely played some of his
reserves against George Mason. This
move did two things.
First Campanelli allowed players
like Jimmy Masloff and Keith
Bradley to get valuable experience
while the game was undecided.
Presently Campanelli has only five
veterans available and as playoff
time draws nearer it is essential to
have a reliable bench.
Masloff, a 6-foot-5 freshman, faces a
situation similiar to the one Fisher
and David Dupont had to deal with in
their freshmen year. Bom were
starters by the end of the season. Now
Masloff has been forced into the
crucial position of first guard off the
bench.
Second, he let Woody Boler and Bob
Donohoe shoot and both connected on
long baseline jumpers. Campanelli
repeatedly has said these two players
have great offensive potential, but
neither has proven it. Their respective baskets in meaningful instances
might help later this season in a tight
game.
JMU now must play five of its
remaining eight games on the road so
the Dukes' adversity is just beginning. But if JMU can manage to win
four or five of those contests it almost
unassuredlywill be guaranteed a bye
in the first round of the ECAC South
tournament.
>
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Wrestlers third in state

\.

Corbin 1774b. champ
for third straight year
By DANNY FINNEGAN
Saturday was a disappointing day for the James Madison
University wrestling team, but the Dukes did have something to
cheer about.
Although JMU entered the Virginia State Wrestling Championships in Blacksburg this weekend with hopes of a title, it
ended up placing third behind the University of Virginia and Old
Dominion University.
But Dan Corbin gave JMU wrestling fans something to be proud
of as he won his third consecutive state title at 177 pounds.
Corbin. a junior, won the tournament in his freshman and
sophomore seasons and was seeded number one this year at 177.
Corbin received a bye in the first round and then defeated Scott
Giacobbe of Old Dominion 5-1 in the semifinals.
In the finals, Corbin won by default when his opponent, Doug
Dix, hurt his knee 1:58 into the match and defaulted.
"I was wrestling pretty well," said Corbin, who has an 18-3
record this year. "I was wrestling smart — if I can keep a
match close, I can usually win.
"I could have wrestled better, though. I beat Giacobbe 12-6
earlier this year."
Corbin is one of the few wrestlers to ever win three Virginia
state titles, and no one has ever won four. He is also one of only
two JMU wrestlers to win a state title.
The Dukes other state titlist, Paul Morina, did not fare as well.
He was state champ at 167 pounds last year and was seeded
number one this year.
Morina won handily in his first two matches, scoring a major
decision in the first round and a pin in the semifinals.
In the finals, Morina wrestled Old Dominion's Brad Anderson
and was leading 7-5 with :30 remaining when Anderson tied the
match with a takedown. Anderson went on to win 4-3 in overtime
as Morina suffered his first defeat of the year.
Anderson's victory was the difference between Old Dominion
and JMU in the team standings. Had Morina won, a tie for second
place would have resulted.
The Dukes lost all realistic hopes for the state crown when they
lost two key matches in the semifinals within a matter of seconds.
At 190 pounds, JMU's John Hubert lost to Brad Johnson of
Virginia Tech in a controversial match. Hubert and Johnson were
tied after regulation and an overtime period, and Johnson was
awarded the victory on referee's criteria.
As soon as the complicated matter of referee's criteria had
been determined and Johnson awarded the victory, JMU freshman heavyweight Dave Stanton lost his semifinal bout.
Stanton was tied with George Mason's Paul Maltigliati and in
control with 10 seconds left in the match. Maltigliati escaped with
just five seconds remaining for a 3-2 decision.
"It was obvious after those two matches that we weren't going
to win the tournamnent," JMU Coach Dick Besnier said. "That
was the turnaround, if we had won those matches we would have
been just a few points behind UVa."
Both Hubert and Stanton went on to place third in their weight
classes. Rob Carmichael was second at 134 pounds, and freshman
Rob Potash (126) and John Arceri (150), each took fourths.
"Our kids wrestled their butts off," said Besnier. "We just
didn't win the crucial matches and UVa did."

Sports round-up
In swimming action this weekend, the Duchesses defeated
Shippensburg State College, 84-65.
Gretchen Hally, Stephanie Pearch and Nancy Rutsch were ail
double winners for JMU. Hally won the one- and three-meter
diving, Pearch took the 50- and 100-yard freestyle events and
Rutsch was victorious in the 400-yard Individual Medley and the
200-yard backstroke.
The victory improves the women's record to 5-3. Their next
meet is against Navy Wednesday at home.
Despite a fine performance by Stephanie Mann, the James
Madison University women's gymnastics team placed third in a
four-team meet this weekend.
Mann, who recently was the first female ever to be named
ECAC gymnast of the week, took three firsts and two seconds.
She placed first in the all-around competition, in the uneven
bars and in the floor exercise and second in vaulting and on the
balance beam.
The James Madison University men's track team broke three
school records and tied another in this weekend's Virginia Tech
Invitational.
Lenny Russell was the only Duke to place in the meet, tying for
sixth in the 400-meter dash. His time of 49.6 is a new JMU record.
John McCutchen's time of l: 05.5 in the 500-meter dash and the
mile relay team of Russell, McCutchen, Carl LaBoube and Jay
Flynn 3:24 were also good for school records.
For the fourth week in a row Neil Freeman tied Ins own mark of
15-6 in the pole vault.
>...
Team scores were not kept in the meet.

Photo by Vo Nataya

JMU'S DAN CORBIN (top) defeated Scott Giacobbe of Old Dominion, 5-1. la the semifinals of the
state wrestling tournament this weekend where Corbin won his third state title. JMU finished third
in the tournament with 56% points behind Old Dominion (61%) and the University of Virginia (81)

* ^dmd
(Continued from page 9)

time,"
Townes said. "I didn't feel his presence as
much as I did the first time."
Townes hit his average of 16 points and
pulled down a game-high 10 rebounds.
George Mason's offense consisted primarily
of Carlos Yates, the Patriots' freshman star.
Yates connected on nine of 14 shots from the
field and four of five attempts at the foul throw
line to finish with 22 points and six assists.
But George Mason needed more than just
Yates. Guard Andy Bolden, the Patriots' third
leading scorer, was never a factor. He finished
with seven points and no assists.
"Yates is one of the best.players in the
league," Campanelli said. "But any time you
hold two of those three guys (Gaddy, Yates,
and Bolden) under their averages, you're
doing a good job.
"We forced 19 turnovers and they were
averaging 70 points coming in," Campanelli
noted. "I'd say we did a good job defensively."
The turning point of the contest came midway through the first half. With 10:49
remaining, the Dukes were on top, 22-19. In the
next six minutes JMU outscored George

Mason, 12-0 to assume a 34-19 margin. The
Patriots never got closer than 10 after that.
. JMU's freshman Darrell Jackson led the
surge, scoring sue of his 12 points in the streak.
Only one of his six field goals came from
beyond 10 feet.
A key difference in the game was JMU's
ability to work the ball inside for high percentage shots.
"They executed superbly," Harrington said.
"They ran their offense to perfection. We could
have done better if we had been more patient
on offense."
Campanelli also was impressed with the
Dukes' offensive performance. "We ran our
offense well and did a good job inside," he said.
"I thought the first half was excellent. We
couldn't do any better than we did in the first
half."
The Dukes led by as many as 18 points in the
second half. Ruland accounted for 14 points
and five of his seven rebounds after intermission.
The Dukes will travel to Campbell College in
North Carolina Wednesday before hosting
archrival Virginia Commonwealth University
Saturday.
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Lecture

BENJAMIN HOOKS
Director of the NAACP

Charles Town
Races
Febuary10

$15.00 includes:

Admission
Transportation
Buffet Dinner

8:00t>m $ 1.00 Wilson Hall *
Febuary 3
Tickets Now on Sale UPB office

Stop by UPB office & sign up!!

JAMES MADISON
SPRING BREAK PARTY

Spend an evening in an
Irish Pub
with

March 6-13
Ft. Lauderdale Florida

JIM CORR& Friends
Thursday Feb. 4
8:00pm
$1.00 WCC Ballroom

r

3

$129.00 includes:
7 nights lodging
'Button "Party
Swimming Pool
Special Happy HourEvery Night
Transportation Available On:
Charter Bus $95.00
Round trip Air$144.00

Sign'up in UPB Office

Southside Johnny
and the Asbury Jukes
February 8
8:00 pm Wilson Hall
$7.00with ID
Tickets are now on sale in the UPB Office
Mon-Frill-4
iii'
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Classifieds

by Garry Trudeau

Dbonesbury

For Sale
BUY NEW FURNITURE AT
WHOLESALE OR BELOW
AT Harrisonburg Discount
Furniture. We sell name
brand factory seconds; closeouts, scratch and dent, etc.
One block north of Roses off
Rt. 11 on West Johnson Street.
Next to Rockingham Bag Co.
and Harrisonburg Ceramics.
Open 10-6 Monday-Sat. 4339532.
TOWNHOUSE: By owner.
University Court. 3 bedrooms,
l'-j baths, heat pump. Will
accept reasonable offer. Call
433-0264 after 5:30 p.m.
PHOTO EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE: Everything needed for
a darkroom. $150 call 434-2711
during the day. Ask for Butch.

Lost
LOST: Large reward for
return of Heirloom lost Jan. 27
on campus. Gold mosaic
pendent. Please call Becky
433-7314.
LOST:At AXP Punk Rock
Party, a tan Wodrich coat
with hood. Reward offered,
call Nancy Jane 5714.

Services
TYPING SERVICE: 18 years
experience;
dissertations,
theses, reports, etc. IBM pica
or elite type. Double spaced
material'. .85 per page. Call
Mrs.
. Price,
879-9935.
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION: Experienced
teacher looking for a few
students for private and or
group learning. Call 433-3907.
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
CAKE: Sent to your valentine
with a personalized message.
Send name, phone number,
$2.50, message and place of
delivery to: Converse Hall,
P.O. 4225. Sponsored by
Converse Hall.

KUOtT
HAPPEN
VfT'

THATSNOTGW
&WGH,eP!lHIS
TAXB&rilONIXMBAIOTOFPOUTKfiL CAPITAL!

f

WO KNOW I PONTHA&
imTOSmONTVPCF

pMArrmumtuAsm
iw&iHATBieom
ISSIU F0UVCAUY

(
K
»

mm.ep,
HMBerm,

(UBLL.5IR,
ITUASA I'mSOTTD
FRIDAY,
INFORMATION.
ANPUB
H60RBP..
\ ./

Help Wanted
WANTED:
Referee,
arbitrator, and loving companion for three girls ages 15,
12 and 10 Duties include
chauffeuring,
teensitting,
light housekeeping, and some
meal preparation. Hours 35:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday. $30.00 wk. Must have
own transportation. If interested, call 434-2147 after
5:30.
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
and year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.

Scoop

by Mike Rickard
-..vMEftkK rr i* ex V*»»M14 VITAU,7»*M»«-.TMAT...

. •• Wt iMDMSTMlP CO««MJNICATlcx* ffcRMS AtiO OtACT

lt> tueM uecKBtMLy.

TEU. /*«. <Ut. V*«* K(M»l«4
Cm*, on e**- -n*»e. -see
\fOH 4U. MKXT HME.,

/Y\

For Rent

/

*■

APARTMENT AVAILABLE
FOR
SUMMER:
Three
bedroom
Squire
Hill
townhouse available MayAug. Fully furnished. Rent
flexible. Pool, tennis courts,
washer-dr y er. 433-3501.
HARRIS GARDENS
APARTMENTS:
Country
atmosphere with city conveniences.
Two-bedroom
apartments now available.
Ideally suited for two
roommates. $240 per month,
includes all utilities. One year
leases.
City bus
tran-

sportation to our bus stop. Call
Bob Rivera at 434-6569.
FOR RENT: Furnished room
for female. Share house with
other female JMU students. 4
Vz blocks from campus. Large
kitchen, 2 full baths, off-street '
parking. Deposit required. '
Seven-month lease, but may
sublet.
'AvaflabfeV' m-

mediately.
formation,

For more incall
434-8206.

TWO ROOMS FOR RENT:
Shank II Apt. School bus at
door. Two openings: oneimmediately, one-March 15th.
Rent is $100.00 per month plus
one Ihird utilities. Total
amount about. $120-140 per
month. Private bedroom-

CAC-gas heat-luxury living.
Rent NOW first months rent
only $75.00. Call John 433-1179.

Misc.
CADET IN HEAVEN: See the
wild sex tale of G.I. Gigolo!
For,juicy details, G.I. Gigolo,
BOX 234

LEARN NOT TO BURN: Free
one hour presentation on what
to do before, during and afer
going in the sun to avoid
burning and get the best tan
possible. » Noncommercial.
Group
or
individuals.
Schedule now. Call BUI at 4341812 from 10-8 Mon.-Fri.

*■)

s
WANTED: A valentine for
Valentine's Day. Send all
applications to: Valentines,
P.O. Box 5874 or 3844.
Females need not apply.
TKE
PRESENTS
JMU
NIGHT AT THE CAPITAL
CENTER: Fr iday Feb. 5 with
the Surging
Washington
Bullets facing the powerful
Los Angeles Lakers! On ly $15
gets you a roundtrip bus ride
from JMU and a ft game
ticket. For more information
call 7462 of 7459 or simply send
check to Box 901 to reserve
your spot as space is limited.
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by Tom Arvis
^II'S ALlOAiS 6GCAT
TO see m co//vr£p:s
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Personab
JMU MALES: Isn't there
anyone out there that would
like to have a meaningful
relationship that lasts longer
than a night at your place? If
you guys don't straighten up
and start treating us with a
little more dignity and
respect, you'll lose all of ours.
A DISGUSTED FEMALE
WENDY AND DAVft: Happy
4th Aniversary to my favorite
cuties and bestest friends!
Thanks for all your support
when I've needed it most and
for including me in all you do.
I'm anxiously awaiting THE
day
143
forever!!
VA
THE JMU ATHLETIC
Department extends
congratulations
to
preliminary winners of the
JMU Spirit Award thus far in
Basketball Season. Winners
include Lambda Chi Alpha,
Zeta Tau Alpha, Alpha
Gamma Delta, Kappa Sigma,
the Residents of Logan Hall,
the JMU Pep Band, and Bryon
Arnone, Vince Ficara, and
Jon Craver.
Thanks for your spirited
support!
MARLBORO MAN:What is a
cool, laid-back Romeo going
to do when the snow melts?
Maybe
a
serenade?
Remember; good friends
never die, they just keep
passing by (and we'll keep
watching). THE FAN CLUB
ABY: Happy 2lst Birthday.
We love those dishpan hands
and home-ec goodies! Mark
says he loves you very much!
LUCYS
HEY TKE: I'd like to see my
file, I want to know what you
have on me. A CURIOUS
FEMALE
CONGRATULATIONS JADE,
you
made
the grade!
B.J.: Although it's dark and
it's hard to see there's nothing
to be afraid of because you're
with me. J.B.
B.J.: You said you'd like to
play the field for a while, but
is it my fault we fell into the
wishing well together? J.B.
THE WALRUS - I know!
you don't have to explain. But
remember -1 still understand
the little child inside the man.
Part of me (part) still loves
you now and forever. THE
OTHER HALF OF THE SKY
JIM MORRISON'S TWIN:
Happy 2nd Anniversary a few
days early. It's been an
eventful month, huh? It's true
that 'I Love Rock 'n Roll' but I
love you even more. BIG
EYES
BECKY MAN: We will make it
through this crisis! THE W.P.
SHUTTER BUG
TO PIZZA WOMAN:Happy
Birthday!! May pizzas always
come your way. PIZZA MAN

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland

Madisonman

by Scott Worncr

^

HOBBIES AND CRAFT

HERITAGE
Fty
Now Open!
6 am • 8 pm Mon.-Thur.
6 am - 10 pm Friday and Saturday

Looking for a Home Cooked Meal
try our Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner Special.
Bring this ad good for
25* off a dessert
. 350 Waterman Drive
Harrison burg Va.
Take 33 W to Waterman Drive
across from Fraizers Quarry

Dissatisfied with the way you look?
On your feet all day?
Need to relieve tension & anxieties ?
Have trouble sleeping ?
Lack a dally physical fitness program ?
Out of condition for Skiing,
Tennis or Running?
TheJog-N-Tramp is your answer

Was $189.00
Now $149.00
•

EvaleneMacrame gj
Class now in
progress
W3S.MainSt.
signup now for
Harrisonburg
our next class
4333793
■

»

-

.

*

*
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FLOWERS
FOR
YOUR,

MM) yE4RS

Hey,
you!

,

VALENTINE!

'W
20fc5S.MA.rV

ROSES, CORSfcGES,
o* OUR SPEMl
'EUROPE^ BOUQUET
OF MIXED SPRIN6 (LOWERS
TltO WITH K RIB60H

¥345i34

DAW 9-5:30 CLQ3CD StdJ

A New Orleans
Jazz Revue
Will Perform
8p.m.Tues Feb.2
WILSON HALL

Do you want to
buy, sell or rent
something?
Do you want to
get personal?

Sponsored by the Fine Arts Series of the
JMU School ofFine Arts&Communication\
Tickets for individuals with J tyU ID are
availablefrom the UPB Box Office, WCC
Kings Productions Auditions

James Madison University
Duke Building |Music|. Room DM 103
Thurs.. Feb 4; 2-5 pm

Kings Dominion
Mason Dixon Music Hall
Sun.. Feb 7: 2-5 p.m.
Productions feature professionally, designed scenery, costumes, staging
and choreography in fully equipped theatres and outdoor stages
Singers • Dancers • Instrumentalists • Technicians
Variety Performers • S180-2507week

General Admission Tickets are $4
availablefrom CharlesMathias, Inc,
Centerpoint Bookstore and the
UPB box office
For information
cali 433-64 72 weekdays

Classified ads
in The Breeze are
only $1 for 20
words.
Deadlines:
5 p.m. Tuesday
for Thursday's
issue
5 p.m. Friday for
Monday's issue

One round (tip m fate will be paid 10 hited pertorme's eaveling ovei
2SO mles 10 the paik
Contact Entertainment D*pt. Kings Dominion Box 166. Doswen VA2304 7
CH Kings Productions Entertainment Dept 1932 Highland Ave Cincinnati OH 45? 19

'Copyright 1981 Kings Productions -O

Look what's cookin at

MONEYS
m

SPRING BREAK '82
DAYTONA BEACH $H4 I

FT. LAUDERDALE $129

Above Rates Include 7 Nights Lodging at Deluxe Oceanfront Hotels

Light'nCrispShrimpDinner
It's our all-new recipe. We use big shrimp,
prepared with a rjght, cnspy layer of specially selected
ingredients right in the Shoney's kitchen near you, and served
with Shoney's own cocktail sauce, trench fries (or baked potato
after 5PM), warm toasted greaan bread, and all the hot

homemade soup and garden fresh salad you can eat
Try it now, at this special introductory price.

If s a new way we say, Thank you for coming to ShoneyV

$4.29

ROUNDTRIP TRANSPORTATION TO
FT. LAUDERDALE MM\ 'DAYTONA BEA( H

Optional
i

II

i

.....

.

-..'■-

..-

.

T

«P DATES

reo.27-^

Departures: • New York • Phil. (Metro) • Wash. DC • Harrisburgh PA/ Mar. 6-M*
• Boston • Providence • Albany NY • Binghamton NY • Hartford
/ JJj" j^Mar
• Many Campus Departures Available
Add $15 for Upstate NY and New England Departures
*FREE Disney World Transportation Excursions
All Rates are subject to an $18 Tax and Service Charge
For Further Information & Reservations Contact Your Campus Vacation Associations Representative

JOHN LOVERTY/BRUCE SIMMONS - ^33-36^5
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"Readers'
Forum.
Guns and victims
To the editor:
This letter is in response to
the editorial "Gun control will
not
solve
U.S.
crime
problem,"
by
Timothy
Panagos in the Jan. 18 issue of
The Breeze
An analogy between alcohol
prohibition and gun control is
neither correct nor relevant.
Alcohol is not a prevalent
murdering device. When it
does kill, it kills slowly by
disease or in conjunction with
other grave factors. These
incidences are not the norm.
The majority of the U.S.
population is not against gun
control. In fact, recent polls
by independent organizations
such
as
Harris,
The
Washington Post, Gallup, and
others prove there is overwhelming support for gun
control.
What Panagos failed to
relate in his letter was that the
poll conducted by the National
Rifle Association was conducted among its own
"randomly selected"
members. Even then, only 80
percent said they would not
submit to any form of gun
control.
Panagos asked what there is
to
stop
the
ruthless,
passionate criminal from
using a knife, axe, or garrot in
his attempt to destroy life. If
the attempted assassins of
President Reagan and Pope
John Paul II were wielding
axes, the former would not
have been able to get through
presidential security and the
latter would not have gotten
close enough to the Pope's
car.
The problem with existing
handgun and other firearm
laws is that they are not
uniform or national. This
leads to a number of "easy
outs" for criminals, both those

who are labeled as such and
those who consider themselves "law-abiding". The
problem of dissimilar gun
laws is due not to lack of
support for national firearm
legislation but to the vast,
uncontrolled lobbying efforts
of the NRA at federal, state,
and local levels. The NRA is a
special interest group if ever
there was one.
The Constitution states, "A
well regulated militia being
expedient to the welfare of the
state, the right to bear arms
shall not be prohibited." In
case the wording is not clear
enough, that statement refers
to the maintenance of the
National Guard. Even then,
precisely what arms they
have a right to bear is open to
legislative,
judical,
or
executive interpretation.
I commend the author of
"Handgun law would save
lives" for his enigmatic article. I support national gun
and ammunition control. It
certainly has deterred gunrelated crime in many other
nations.
Face it. People kill people
with guns.
President Reagan, by the
skill of his bodyguards, and
Pope John Paul II, by the
grace of God, are both still
alive. There were far more
gun-related deaths last year in
the U.S.A. than in all of the
nations of the European
Economic Community
combined.
John Lennon, entertainer,
philanthropist, cultural hero,
husband, father, sojourner
and prophet was martyred by
a gunshot.
How many more people
must be victims, sacrificed on
the blood-stained altar of the
National Rifle Associaton.
Luke Adams
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Managing Editor Martha Stevens
Business Manager Diane Dunn
News Editor Jeff Ga m mage
Editorial Editor Jill Howard
Sports Editor Richard Amacher
Assistant Sports Editor Danny Finitegan
1
Photography Editor YoNagaya
Art Editor Pat Butters
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Ruth Shtrpe
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Newsroom 433-6127
Business Office 433-6396
The Breeze is published every Monday and Thursday exctpt
where otherwise noted.
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeze, WinePrice Building. James Madison University, Harrisonburg,
Virginia 278(7.

Lock the barn!
Cowtippers are coming!
By LISA JENNINGS
Take warning, fellow Americans: the very
moral fiber of our country is in danger. I do not
speak of a religious or spiritual danger, but a
threat to our economy and lifestyle; our very
manner of living and eating. Yes, sir, we've got
trouble, with a capital T and that rhymes with
C, and that stands for cow tipping.
For those of you who do not know, cowtipping
is a night sport. It is simple, yet challenging.
Everyone knows that cows sleep standing up.
The objective of cowtipping is to find some
slumbering cow in a field, sneak up behind it,
and push it over. The cow's knees are locked in
its sleep, and if the push has been well-done the
cow should fall right over. Meanwhile, the
pusher must run like the devil, for once the cow
gets over its initial surprise, its reaction is
unpredictable.
To some, cowtipping is a collegiate prank
played on unknowing freshmen. But when one
considers the far-reaching effects, it is
sobering. Driven by the tensions and pressures
of the academic journey, students turn to
many strange pastimes. But unlike playing
frisbee or skateboarding, unlike new dances or
music, unlike Space Invaders or Pac Man.
cowtipping may lead to a much more
disastrous end.
You may chuckle at cowtipping and say that
"this too shall pass," just like goldfish
swallowing and the hoola-hoops. But that same
sentiment allowed that once-harmless
alligator to corrupt and dictate every facet of
our lives.
Consider these predictions: Cowtipping is a
popular fad now — a game (so was baseball!).
But soon fraternities will pick it up and perfect
the technique. The best hours to play will be
between 10 p.m. and 3 a.m.; the darker the
night, the better. Overalls and high-topped
boots will become the cowtippers garb.
One will be rated on the quietness of approach, the strength of the tip, and the speed of
escape — not to mention how clean boots are
kept on the way in and out of the pasture. A
method of scoring will be invented, and soon
competition will be organized between the
larger fraternities.
Cowtipping's popularity will distract
students from supporting other athletic events,
and the university will be forced to buy cows
and offer cowtipping as a—school sport.
Colleges will compete against other colleges

under night lighting, in front of exhuberant
crowds. Urban colleges athletic programs will
go bankrupt.
As cowtipping competition reaches the
national level, the economy will boom with the
promotion of this new sport. A new style of
clothing will replace the classic football jersey
and tennis shoes. Faded overalls and hip boots
will be sported as both casual and professional
attire. Everyone will be doing it. Cowtipping
will be broadcast on television and radio and
will be held in huge stadiums with half-time
entertainment.
Psychologists will praise this therapeutic
method of releasing aggression. Doctors will
warn against the dangers of tipper's elbow.
Muscular, god-like men will sell "Eau
d'Bovine" cologne. Schlitz Malt Liquor sales
will skyrocket. Everyone will invest with
Merrill-Lynch.
Meanwhile, farmers will protest in anger at
the treatment of their beloved livestock. The '
quality of beef and dairy products will
decrease due to the animals' lack of sleep.
Breeding will become much more difficult —
the cows will just be too tired!
Marches on Washington will be organized by
the SPCA to appeal for these fatigued animals
with bloodshot eyes, bruised backs and sore
knees.
Cowtipping will become a family pastime.
Under every Christmas tree there will be a
small plastic cow for children to tip over in the
playroom (a Nerf cow?) Fathers will spend
evenings tipping cows on the front lawn with
the boys. Bars will install electric cows for
tipping by customers. Atari will add Space
Cows to its stock of computer games in pizza
joints and offer it as a home TV attachment.
Wives will leave their husbands and become
cowtipping widows. Social groups will be
organized to aid tipaholics, helping them beat
uncontrollable urges to push over cows.
Need I say more? One can see the consequences of this most serious threat to
society. Our country has become crazed by
more obscure ideas than this. Take heed,
America, and do not let this fad follow in the
footsteps of designer jeans, jogging and
Rubik's Cube! If we work together now, we
may be able to save the dignity of our
livestock's well as that of our countrymen.
" It's* \Wfnn., America ... do you know where
your cows are?
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Roland Macher: The man behind Spanky's
By MARTHA STEVENS
As chairman of the board for his
family's corporation, Spanky's Inc.,
Roland Macher Sr. keeps busy.
The 61-year-old New Jersey native and
his oldest son, Roland "Spanky" Macher
Jr., started the business seven years ago.
"The philosophy behind it is that we
started the business with the idea that this
would be a homey, unique place for young
and old people to dine and shop," Macher
said. "We didn't want a commercial
supermarket situation.
The family is proud of their store, and
they maintain active roles. The Armenian
pastry dessert, paklava, is homemade by
Mrs. Macher, as well as the pastries,
salads, meatballs and chili. The other
items, such as the meats and cheeses all
are imported from outside of Virginia.
"We maintain the motifs of Spanky and
Our Gang because we're interested in the
family." Macher added that the
photographs in the back room are family
pictures of his brother and other relatives.
Now, the corporation, with the youngest
son Richard as the president, includes two
Spanky's delicatessens in Harrisonburg
and Lexington and two Macado's in
Roanoke and Blacksburg. "We intend to
expand and go to Charlottesville," Macher
added. "We think we've become a landmark in Harrisonburg."
Macher has other ties to the community,
He owns 11 houses with 32 apartment
units in Harrisonburg as well as three
houses in Roanoke.
"I rent all to students — they're super
people," Macher said.
Among
Macher's
Harrisonburg
properties are University Towers, an
apartment building on the corner of South
Mason Street and Cantrell Avenue, and the
old Tau Kappa Epsilon house on South
Main Street. Macher bought and
remodeled the old fraternity house, which
is now a United States historical landmark.
"It's the only historical Victorian house
left in Virginia.. We got a copy of the
original drawings and restored it per-

fectly,'' he added.
Blue Ridge Community College brought
him to the area.
In the early 1960s, after 14 years in
advertising and seven years in the sales
field, Macher went to Rider University in
Georgia where he received his master's
degree. He did post-graduate work and
then started teaching at Sommerset
Vocational and Technical Institute in New
Jersey.

0.

'We maintain the motifs of
Spanky and Our Gang
because we're interested
in the family.'
He served as president of Sommerset
before becoming Dean of Business at Blue
Ridge College 13 years ago. Since his
resignation five years ago, Macher has
taught classes such as International
Marketing there four nights a week.
"With all that experience, I felt I had
something to offer young people."
Macher also finds the time to travel.
"I'm very fortunate to travel so much.
Two years ago I went to Russia." Other
trips have included England, Scotland and
the West Indies and Macher tries to incorporate these experiences in his classes
and his dealings with people.
"I'm a people-lover — I love kids."
Macher added that 98 percent of his employees are college students;
Macher enjoys the students' contributions to the area and Harrisonburg;
he calls it a "cultural experience."
This is reflected in the philosophy behind
all the stores. He said, "It should be a
place where you can go and have fun — ROLAND MACHER, la addition to the restaaraiiUelleatessen business,
that's the name of the game."
alto teaches at Blue Ridge Community College.

IRA
. s
(hdividualRetirement Annuity)
Check about Assured Completion and
13%-Rate
Call or Write
Edward Ney
POBox 1074
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801
Phone 433-0208

COMMAND PERFORMANCE
PERM SALE
i

20%off
Feb.l-Feb.6
Call foran appointment or comeby 433-1120

Hugger and Lady Hugger
Vantage and Lady Vantage
Supervillanova
Villanova
Also
MensTretorn Canvas
Tennis Shoes

fiodotrt TUESDAY*

"THE LIBERAL ARTS MAJOR
MA COMPETITIVE WORLD"
Hfc Jam G.Ehwn

FEB. 2i 3.-004:30 LATIMER-SHAEFFERA00.

SHOE SALE

^BROOKS

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS,
HOW Will VOU PAINT YOUR
FUTURE?

.

T

J

$32.00
$24.00
$22.40
$17.60
$20.00

